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Reasoning about observed effects and their causes is important in multi-agent contexts. While there
has been much work on causality from an objective standpoint, causality from the point of view
of some particular agent has received much less attention. In this paper, we address this issue by
incorporating an epistemic dimension to an existing formal model of causality. We define what it
means for an agent to know the causes of an effect. Then using a counterexample, we prove that
epistemic causality is a different notion from its objective counterpart.
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Introduction

Research on actual causality involves finding in a given narrative (trace) the event that caused an effect.
Pearl [25, 26] was a pioneer to lead a computational enquiry in actual causality. The research was later
continued by Halpern and Pearl [12, 15] and others [8, 17, 18, 13, 14]. Unfortunately, as argued by
Glymour et al. [9], most of these accounts are developed by analyzing a handful of simple examples,
and then validated relative to our intuition for these examples, a process which Gößler et al. [11] referred
to as TEGAR (i.e. Textbook Example Guided Analysis Refinement). As such, even after multiple revisions, these definitions continue to suffer from various conceptual problems such as the early preemption
problem and the over-determination problem. For instance, despite claims to the contrary, the definitions
given in [14] suffer from the problem of preemption, which occurs when two competing events try to
achieve the same effect and the latter of these fails to do so as the earlier one has already achieved the
effect (see [31] and [4] for a discussion).
In an attempt to address these issues, Batusov and Soutchanski [2, 3] recently proposed a new definition of actual causality that is based on a well developed and expressive formalization of actions and
change, namely the situation calculus [23, 27]. The definition is derived from first principles and does
not follow a TEGAR scheme. One of the advantages of their work is that it allows one to reason about
actual causes of quantified effects. As argued in [3], their definition (a version of which can be found in
Section 3 below) does not suffer from preemption and can handle the more problematic examples well;
e.g. both the disjunctive and the conjunctive versions of the well-known “Forest Fire” example [15, 14]
are properly handled. In our previous work [20], we showed that this formalization of actual causality
has some intuitive properties. In particular, we proved that the computed causes of any given effect and
the “causal chain” (relative to a “causal setting”, as defined in Section 3 below) are unique for any given
model, and sufficient, but can be unnecessary in the sense that removing the relevant events from the trace
may still bring about the desired effect. The latter allows for other non-cause events –events that were
previously preempted by the some relevant events– to bring about the effect. We also proved that this
formalization of causal analysis is modular since causal analysis can be performed by examining only
the relevant subset of the system specification. Finally, we discussed how this definition can be utilized
for further processing the reconstructed event traces obtained from a discrete event system (DES) based
diagnoser.
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Note that, an important advantage of this framework is that it is based on a well developed formal
theory of actions, namely the situation calculus, and as such it automatically inherits many of the advantages of the underlying framework. In this paper, we present our work in progress on extending the
notion of actual causality with one such aspect, namely previous work on knowledge within the situation
calculus. This allows for a first person’s perspective of causality, i.e. causality relativised to the mental
states of an agent, specially to that of her knowledge.1 Equipped with such technical machinery, agents
can then reason about the causes of change in each other’s mental states. This reasoning ability can be
useful in distributed systems, be they systems of interacting agents or networked hosts, where each subsystem/agent has to take individual actions and engage in communication with other subsystems/agents.
Finally, we envision using this formalism for developing, among other things, notions such as trust, moral
responsibility, and blameworthiness within serious games/multi-agent settings.
The main contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we incorporate a notion of knowledge within
an expressive formal framework for causal analysis. To this end, we define a notion of knowledge of the
actual causes of an observed effect, i.e. knowledge relative to a causal setting (see below). This unleashes
the power of causal analysis by allowing agents to reason about the causes of observed effects, including
each other’s knowledge (and goals). Secondly, using a simple counter-example, we formally show that,
as expected, epistemic causality is a different notion than its objective counterpart in the sense that in
different epistemic alternatives, different causes may bring about the same effect even if the narrative
remains the same.
While doing this, we also identify a limitation of the formalism proposed in [2] and discuss how
one can address this issue. To be specific, the definition in [2] assumes that all actions are fully observable. While we do not solve this issue in this paper, we discuss how this constraint can be relaxed by
incorporating belief and belief revision instead of knowledge within this framework.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we outline the situation calculus. In Section 3,
we give a version of the definition of actual achievement causes proposed by Batusov and Soutchanski
[3]. In Section 4, we review previous work on knowledge in the situation calculus. Then in Section 5,
we propose a model of epistemic causality and using an example show how this notion differs from the
original notion of causality. Finally, we summarize our results and conclude in Section 6.

2

The Situation Calculus

The situation calculus [23] is a popular formalism for modeling and reasoning about dynamic systems.
Here, we use a version as described by Reiter [27]. There are three basic sorts in the language, situation, action, and a catch-all object sort. A situation represents a sequence of actions. A special
constant S0 is used to denote the initial situation where no actions has yet been performed. Here,
and subsequently, we use lower-case arguments for variables and upper-case arguments to represent
constants. However, function and predicate symbols start with lower-case letters. There is a distinguished binary function symbol do, where do(a, s) denotes the successor situation to s resulting from
performing the action a. For example, if drive(agt, i, j) stands for an autonomous driving agent agt’s
action of driving the car from point i to point j, then the situation term do(drive(Agt1 , I1 , J1 ), S0 ) denotes the situation resulting from Agt1 ’s driving the car from I1 to J1 when the world is in situation
S0 . Also, do(drive(Agt1 , J1 , K1 ), do(turn(Agt1 , J1 ), do(drive(Agt1 , I1 , J1 ), S0 ))) is a situation denoting
the world history consisting of the following sequence of actions: [drive(Agt1 , I1 , J1 ),turn(Agt1 , J1 ),
drive(Agt1 , J1 , K1 )]. Thus the situations can be viewed as branches in a tree, where the root of the tree
1 Handling

belief revision complicates the framework somewhat, and therefore we focus on knowledge rather than belief.
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is S0 and the edges represent actions. do([a1 , · · · , an ], s) is used to denote the complex situation term
obtained by consecutively performing a1 , · · · , an starting from s. Also, the notation s @ s0 means that situation s0 can be reached from situation s by executing a sequence of actions. s v s0 is an abbreviation of
s @ s0 ∨ s = s0 . Relations whose truth values vary from situation to situation are called relational fluents,
and are denoted by predicate symbols taking a situation term as their last argument. There is a special
predicate Poss(a, s) used to state that action a is possible in situation s. Finally, a situation s is called
executable if every action in its history was possible in the situation where it was performed:
executable(s) = ∀a0 , s0 . do(a0 , s0 ) v s → Poss(a0 , s0 ).
def

Following Reiter, we use a basic action theory (BAT) D that includes the following set of axioms: (1)
action precondition axioms Dapa , one per action a characterizing Poss(a, s), (2) successor-state axioms
Dssa , one per fluent, that succinctly encode both effect and frame axioms and specify exactly when the
fluent changes, (3) initial state axioms DS0 describing what is true in S0 , (4) unique name axioms for
actions Duna , and (5) domain-independent foundational axioms Σ describing the structure of situations.

Example
We use a simple autonomous/driverless car domain as our running example. We have at least one such
car/agent, C. An agent c can drive from intersection i to intersection j (and turn at intersection i) by
executing the drive(c, i, j) (and turn(c, i), resp.) action.2 The geometry of the intersections is captured
using the non-fluent relation connected(i, j), which states that there is a street from intersection i to j.
Unfortunately, due to poor design choices, the agents are vulnerable to over-the-air attacks by hackers. In
particular, an agent c’s Turn Collision Avoidance System (T-CAS) can be easily corrupted by executing
the hack(c) action. If its T-CAS is corrupted, turning a car damages it. Finally, initially all the cars are
undamaged and their T-CAS are uncorrupted.
There are three fluents in this domain, at(c, i, s), corrupted(c, s), and damaged(c, s), which mean that
the agent c is at location i in situation s, c’s T-CAS is corrupted in s, and c is damaged in s, respectively.
We now give the domain-dependent axioms specifying this example domain. First, the preconditions
for drive(c, i, j), turn(c, i), and hack(c) can be specified using action precondition axioms (APA) as
follows (henceforth, all free variables in a sentence are assumed to be universally quantified):
(a). Poss(drive(c, i, j), s) ↔ at(c, i, s) ∧ i 6= j ∧ connected(i, j),
(b). Poss(turn(c, i), s) ↔ at(c, i, s),
(c). Poss(hack(c), s).
That is, (a) an agent c can drive from intersection i to j in some situation s if and only if c is at intersection
i in situation s, i and j refer to different intersections, and there is a street connecting i and j; (b) c can
turn at intersection i in situation s if and only if c is at i in s; and (c) a hacker can always hack c.
Moreover, the following successor-state axioms (SSA) specify how exactly the fluents at, corrupted,
and damaged changes value when an action a happens in some situation s:
(d). at(c, i, do(a, s)) ↔ (∃ j(a = drive(c, j, i)) ∨ (at(c, i, s) ∧ ¬∃ j(a = drive(c, i, j)))),
(e). corrupted(c, do(a, s)) ↔ (a = hack(c) ∨ corrupted(c, s)),
( f ). damaged(c, do(a, s)) ↔ ((corrupted(c, s) ∧ ∃i(a = turn(c, i))) ∨ damaged(c, s)).
2 For

brevity, we ignore the turn direction, the traffic light requirements, etc., although we could have easily modeled these.
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That is, (d) an agent c is at location i in the situation resulting from executing some action a in situation
s (i.e. in do(a, s)) if and only if a refers to c’s action of driving from location j to i, or she was already at
i in s and a is not the action of her driving to another location j; (e) c’s T-CAS is corrupted after action
a happens in situation s if and only if a is the action of hacking c or her T-CAS was already corrupted in
s; and ( f ) c is damaged after action a happens in situation s if and only if c’s T-CAS was corrupted in s
and a refers to the action of turning c at some intersection i, or c was already damaged in s.
Furthermore, the following initial state axioms say that initially (g) all the agent’s T-CAS are uncorrupted, (h) all agents are undamaged, and (i) they are located at intersection I:
(g). ∀c(¬corrupted(c, S0 )),

(h). ∀c(¬damaged(c, S0 )),

(i). ∀c(at(c, I, S0 )).

We assume for simplicity three intersections connected with two streets:
( j). ∀i, j. connected(i, j) ↔ ((i = I ∧ j = J) ∨ (i = J ∧ j = I) ∨ (i = J ∧ j = K) ∨ (i = K ∧ j = J)).
Also, for simplicity and illustration, we assume the domain closure axiom (k) for the intersections,
stating that there are only three intersections I, J, and K in this domain:
(k). ∀i(i = I ∨ i = J ∨ i = K).
However, we do not require a domain closure axiom for cars/agents, as their number can be unknown.
Finally, we need unique names axioms (l), stating that I, J, and K refer to three different intersections:
(l). I 6= J ∧ I 6= K ∧ J 6= K.
Also the following unique names for actions axioms (UNA) say that (m) drive, turn, and hack refer to
different actions, and (n) two actions with the same function symbol refer to the same action if their
arguments are the same (these are necessary for the above successor-state axioms to work properly):
(m). ∀c1 , c2 , i, j, k(drive(c1 , i, j) 6= turn(c2 , k) ∧ drive(c1 , i, j) 6= hack(c2 ) ∧ turn(c1 , k) 6= hack(c2 )),
(n). ∀c1 , c2 , i, j, k, l((drive(c1 , i, j) = drive(c2 , k, l) → (c1 = c2 ∧ i = k ∧ j = l))
∧ (turn(c1 , i) = turn(c2 , j) → (c1 = c2 ∧ i = j)) ∧ (hack(c1 ) = hack(c2 ) → (c1 = c2 )).
Henceforth, we use Dac to refer to the above axiomatization of the autonomous car domain.

Regression in the Situation Calculus
BATs employ regression, a powerful reasoning mechanism for answering queries about the future. Given
a query “does φ hold in the situation obtained by performing the ground action α in situation s, i.e. in
do(α, s)?”,3 the single-step regression operator ρ transforms it into an equivalent query “does ψ hold
in situation s?”, eliminating action α by compiling it into ψ. The expression ρ[φ , α] denotes such a
logically equivalent query obtained from the formula φ by replacing each fluent atom F in φ with the
right-hand side of the successor-state axiom for F where the action variable a is instantiated with the
ground action α, and then simplified using unique name axioms for actions and constants. One can
prove that given a BAT D, a formula φ (s) uniform in s (meaning that it has no occurrences of Poss, v,
other situation terms besides s, and quantifiers over situations), and a ground action term α, we have that
D |= ∀s. φ (do(α, s)) ↔ ρ[φ (s), α]. One can also obtain a similar regression operator R by repetitive
recursive application of ρ. Reiter [27] showed that for a regressable query φ , D |= φ if and only if
Duna ∪ DS0 |= R[φ ]. Regression thus simplifies entailment checking by compiling dynamic aspects of
the theory into the query.
3A

ground term is one whose constituents are ground sub-terms and constants, i.e. that contains no variables.
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Example (Continued)
Let us compute ρ[damaged(C, do(turn(C, K), S∗ )),turn(C, K)], for some situation S∗ . From the righthand side of the SSA ( f ) above and by substituting action variable a by turn(C, K), object variables c by
C and i by K, and situation variable s by S∗ , the result of single-step regression ρ[damaged(C, do(turn(C,
K), S∗ )),turn(C, K)] amounts to (corrupted(C, S∗ ) ∧ turn(C, K) = turn(C, K)) ∨ damaged(C, S∗ ). Using
the unique names axiom (n) above, the result of ρ can be simplified to corrupted(C, S∗ )∨damaged(C, S∗ ).
Thus, in this example ρ allows us to answer the query damaged(C, do(turn(C, K), S∗ )) relative to situation do(turn(C, K), S∗ ) by reducing it to the equivalent simpler query corrupted(C, S∗ )∨damaged(C, S∗ )
that only mentions the preceding situation S∗ and does not mention the situation do(turn(C, K), S∗ ).

3

Actual Achievement and Maintenance Causes

Given a trace of events,4 actual achievement causes are some of the events that are behind achieving an
effect while actual maintenance causes are those which are responsible for mitigating the threats to the
achieved effect. There can be also cases of subtle interactions of these two. In this section, we review
how one can define achievement causality in the situation calculus [3]. An effect in this framework is a
situation calculus formula φ (s) that is uniform in s and that may include quantifiers over object variables.
Given an effect φ (s), the actual causes of φ are defined relative to a causal setting that includes a BAT
D representing the domain dynamics, and a “narrative” (a trace of events) σ , representing the ground
situation, where the effect was observed.
Definition 1 (Causal Setting). A causal setting is a tuple hD, σ , φ (s)i, where D is a BAT, σ is a ground
situation term of the form do([a1 , · · · , an ], S0 ) with ground action functions a1 , · · · , an such that D |=
executable(σ ), and φ (s) is a situation calculus formula uniform in s such that D |= φ (σ ).
As the theory D does not change, we will often suppress D and simply write hσ , φ (s)i. Also, here
we require φ to hold by the end of the narrative σ , and thus ignore the cases where φ is not achieved by
the actions in σ , since if this is the case, the achievement cause truly does not exist.
Note that since all changes in the situation calculus result from actions, we identify the potential
causes of an effect φ with a set of ground action terms occurring in σ . However, since σ might include
multiple occurrences of the same action, we also need to identify the situations when these actions were
executed. Now, the notion of the achievement cause of an effect suggests that if some action α of the
action sequence in σ triggers the formula φ (s) to change its truth value from false to true relative to D,
and if there are no actions in σ after α that change the value of φ (s) back to false, then α is the actual
cause of achieving φ (s) in σ .
When used together with the single-step regression operator ρ, the above interpretation of achievement condition not only identifies the single action that brings about the effect of interest, but also
captures the actions that build up to it. Intuitively, ρ[φ , α] specifies the weakest condition that must hold
in a previous situation (let us call it σ 0 ) in order for φ to hold after performing the action α in situation
σ 0 , i.e. in situation do(α, σ 0 ). Thus, if the action α is an achievement cause of φ in situation do(α, σ 0 ),
then we can use the single-step regression operator ρ to obtain a formula that holds at situation σ 0 and
constitutes a necessary and sufficient condition for the achievement of φ (s) via the action α. This new
formula may have an achievement cause of its own which, by virtue of the action α, also constructively
contributes to the achievement of φ . By repeating this process, we can uncover the entire chain of actions that incrementally build up to the achievement of the ultimate effect. At the same time, we must
4 We

do not conceptually distinguish between agents’ actions and exogenous/nature’s events.
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Figure 1: Evolution of fluents relative to narrative σ1 starting in situations S0 and S01
not overlook the conditions that make the execution of the action α in situation σ even possible, which
are conveniently captured by the right-hand side of the action precondition axiom for α and may have
achievement causes of their own.
The following inductive definition formalizes this intuition. Let Πapa (α, σ ) be the right-hand side of
the action precondition axiom for action α with the situation term replaced by situation σ .
Definition 2 (Achievement Cause). A causal setting C = hσ , φ (s)i satisfies the achievement condition
of φ via the situation term do(α ∗ , σ ∗ ) v σ if and only if there is an action α 0 and situation σ 0 such that:
D |= ¬φ (σ 0 ) ∧ ∀s. do(α 0 , σ 0 ) v s v σ → φ (s),
and either α ∗ = α 0 and σ ∗ = σ 0 , or the causal setting hσ 0 , ρ[φ (s), α 0 ] ∧ Πapa (α 0 , σ 0 )i satisfies the
achievement condition via the situation term do(α ∗ , σ ∗ ). Whenever a causal setting C satisfies the
achievement condition via situation do(α ∗ , σ ∗ ), we say that the action α ∗ executed in situation σ ∗ is
an achievement cause in causal setting C .
Since the process of discovering intermediary achievement causes using the single-step regression
operator ρ cannot continue beyond S0 , it eventually terminates. Moreover, since the narrative σ is a finite
sequence, the achievement causes of C also form a finite sequence of situation-action pairs, which we
call the achievement causal chain of C .
As shown in [2], one can also define the concept of maintenance causes by appealing to a counterfactual notion of potential threats in the causal setting that can possibly flip the truth value of the effect
φ to false, and actions in the narrative that mitigated those threats. In general, actual causes can be either
achievement causes or maintenance causes and the causal chain can include both. However, to keep
things simple, in this paper we focus exclusively on actual achievement causes.

Example (Continued)
Consider the narrative σ1 = do([drive(C, I, J),turn(C, J), hack(C), drive(C, J, K),turn(C, K)], S0 ), i.e. the
agent C drives the car from intersection I to J, then C turns at intersection J, then C’s T-CAS gets hacked,
then C drives to intersection K, and finally C turns at K (see the top part of Figure 1). We are interested
in computing the actual causes of the effect φ1 = damaged(C, s). Then according to Definition 2, the
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causal setting hφ1 , σ1 i satisfies the achievement condition φ1 via the situation term do(turn(C, K), S4 ),
where S4 = do([drive(C, I, J),turn(C, J), hack(C), drive(C, J, K)], S0 ), so the action turn(C, K) executed
in situation S4 is a primary achievement cause of damaged(C, s).
Moreover, let us compute ρ[damaged(C, s),turn(C, K)] and Poss(turn(C, K), S4 ), starting with the
former. As shown in Section 2 above, the result of ρ can be simplified to corrupted(C, S4 ) ∨ damaged(C,
S4 ). Let us now consider Poss(turn(C, K), S4 ); from the right-hand side of action precondition axiom (b)
above and by replacing object variables c with C and i with K and situation variable s by S4 , we have
at(C, K, S4 ). Computing ρ[damaged(C, s),turn(C, K)] ∧ Poss(turn(C, K), S4 ) thus gives rise to a new
causal setting h(corrupted(C, s) ∨ damaged(C, s)) ∧ at(C, K, s), S4 i. As can be seen in the top part of
Figure 1, this setting satisfies the achievement condition via the action drive(C, J, K), so drive(C, J, K)
executed in S3 = do([drive(C, I, J),turn(C, J), hack(C)], S0 ) is a secondary achievement cause. Notice
that, while at a first glance driving the car C from intersection J to K may not seem like an intuitive cause
for the damage to the car, it can be argued that it is actually a cause. In particular, for C to be damaged,
the turn(C, K) action needs to be executable in situation S4 . By the APA (b) above, this means that C
must be at intersection K in S4 , which can only be achieved by executing the drive(C, J, K) action in
situation S3 . Thus, given narrative σ1 , drive(C, J, K) indeed indirectly contributes to the car C’s damage.
Furthermore, this yields yet another setting:
hρ[(corrupted(C, s) ∨ damaged(C, s)) ∧ at(C, K, s), drive(C, J, K)] ∧ Poss(drive(C, J, K), S3 ), S3 i.
Doing simplifications similar to what we did before, we can arrive at the next setting h(corrupted(C,
s) ∨ damaged(C, s)) ∧ at(C, J, s), S3 i, which meets the achievement condition via the action hack(C)
executed in situation S2 = do([drive(C, I, J),turn(C, J)], S0 ).
And again, this yields another setting:
hρ[(corrupted(C, s) ∨ damaged(C, s)) ∧ at(C, J, s), hack(C)] ∧ Poss(hack(C), S2 ), S2 i,
which can be simplified to hat(C, J, s), S2 i, and meets the achievement condition via drive(C, I, J) executed in situation S0 , and the analysis terminates. Once again, note that while not obvious, drive(C, I, J)
indeed contributes to C’s subsequent damage as it makes the preconditions of drive(C, J, K) true, which
in turn makes that of turn(C, K) true, whose execution damages the car.
Thus, the causal chain obtained is as follows: {(turn(C, K), S4 ), (drive(C, J, K), S3 ), (hack(C), S2 ),
(drive(C, I, J), S0 )}. Note that, since by Axioms (g), (h), and (i), the initial situation is completely
specified, it can be shown that this causal chain is unique, i.e. there are no other causal chains relative to
causal setting hDac , φ1 (s), σ1 i.5
Note that, in the above example, not all actions from the trace are included in the causal chain, e.g.
turn(C, J). To see another example of this, consider the narrative/trace σ2 = do(~a, S0 ), where:
~a = [drive(C, I, J),turn(C, J), hack(C), hack(C), drive(C, J, K),turn(C, K),turn(C, K), drive(C, K, J)].
Consider the causal setting hφ1 , σ2 i. We can show that by Definition 2, the second hack(C) action
executed in S3 = do([drive(C, I, J),turn(C, J), hack(C)], S0 ) is not a cause for this causal setting, nor part
of the causal chain relative to this causal setting, since it was preempted by the first hack(C) action.
Also, the last two actions, i.e. turn(C, K) executed in S6 = do([hack(C), drive(C, J, K),turn(C, K)], S3 )
and drive(C, K, J) executed in S7 = do(turn(C, K), S6 ) are irrelevant, since they do not contribute to
achieving the effect. In general, there might be several irrelevant actions in between the actions included
5 As

mentioned above, we showed this uniqueness property earlier in [20].
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in the causal chain. It is important to realize that our definition can clearly distinguish between irrelevant
actions and actions in the causal chain.
We can also handle quantified queries. Consider another example, where we have two agents/cars C1
and C2 . We want to determine the actual causes of φ = ∃c, c0 (c 6= c0 ∧ damaged(c, s) ∧ damaged(c0 , s))
after each car is hacked and turned, along with some unnecessary actions, starting in situation S0 , say in
the narrative σ3 = do([hack(C1 ),turn(C1 , I), hack(C1 ), drive(C2 , I, J),turn(C1 , I), hack(C2 ),turn(C2 , J),
drive(C1 , I, J)], S0 ). In this case, a similar analysis as above can be used to show that according to our
definition the achievement causal chain for this example is as follows: [(turn(C2 , J), S6 ), (hack(C2 ), S5 ),
(drive(C2 , I, J), S3 ), (turn(C1 , I), S1 ), (hack(C1 ), S0 )], where S1 = do(hack(C1 ), S0 ), S2 = do(turn(C1 , I),
S1 ), etc.

4

Knowledge in the Situation Calculus

We now return to our discussion of actual epistemic achievement causes, i.e. causes of an effect from the
perspective of an agent. To deal with this, we allow the domain specifier to model agents’ mental states,
in particular their knowledge. We start by adapting a simple model of knowledge and knowledge change
in the situation calculus in this section. In Section 5, we will then extend this notion to handle “knowing
the causes of an effect”. This allows an agent to reason about causes of various effects.

Knowledge
Following [24, 28], we model knowledge using a possible worlds account adapted to the situation calculus. To allow for the possibility of incomplete initial knowledge, we can now have multiple initial
situations. We use Init(s) to mean that s is an initial situation where no action has happened yet, i.e.
¬∃a, s0 . s = do(a, s0 ). The actual initial situation is denoted by S0 . Also, K(agt, s0 , s) is used to denote
that in situation s, the agent agt thinks that she could be in situation s0 . s0 is called a K-alternative situation
for agent agt in situation s. Using K, the knowledge of an agent, Know(agt, φ , s), is defined as:6
def

Definition 3 (Knowledge). Know(agt, φ (now), s) = ∀s0 . (K(agt, s0 , s) → φ (s0 )).
That is, an agent agt knows that the formula φ holds in situation s if φ holds in all of agt’s Kaccessible situations in s. As in [29], who generalized the Know and K notation to handle multiple
agents by adding an agent argument to them, we adopt this convention; however we will suppress the
agent argument when dealing with single agent domains.
Scherl and Levesque [28] extended Reiter’s successor-state axiom approach to model the effects of
actions on agents’ knowledge, combining ideas from Reiter and Moore. As in [28], we require that initial
situations can only be K-related to other initial situations:
∀agt, s, s0 (Init(s) ∧ K(agt, s0 , s) → Init(s0 )).
As we will see later, the successor-state axiom for K ensures that in all the situations that are K-accessible
from do(a, s), a was the last action performed. This along with the above requirement thus implies that
all K-related situations share the same action history. We also constrain K to be reflexive, transitive, and
6 We

will use state formulae within the scope of knowledge. A state formula φ (s) takes a single situation as argument and is
evaluated with respect to that situation. We often use φ to denote a formula whose fluents may contain a placeholder constant
now that stands for the situation in which φ must hold. φ (s) is the formula that results from replacing now with s. Where the
intended meaning is clear, we sometimes suppress the placeholder.
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Euclidean in the initial situation to capture the fact that agents’ knowledge is true, and that agents have
positive and negative introspection:
∀agt, s(Init(s) → K(agt, s, s)),
∀s(Init(s) → ∀agt, s1 , s2 (K(agt, s1 , s) ∧ K(agt, s2 , s1 ) → K(agt, s2 , s))),
∀s(Init(s) → ∀agt, s1 , s2 (K(agt, s1 , s) ∧ K(agt, s2 , s) → K(agt, s2 , s1 ))).
As shown in [28], these constraints then continue to hold after any sequence of actions since they are
preserved by the successor state axiom for K.

Example (Continued)
We want to model an agent’s knowledge –both about the world and about the actual achievement causes
of effects– in the above autonomous vehicle domain. Assume that the agent initially knows that the car
C is undamaged and that C is located at intersection I:
(o). Know(¬damaged(C, now), S0 ),

(p). Know(∀i. at(C, i, now) ↔ i = I, S0 ).

Thus ¬damaged(C) ∧ at(C, I) holds in all of her initial K-accessible worlds/situations. Also assume that
the agent does not know anything about the integrity of C’s T-CAS:
(q). ¬Know(corrupted(C, now), S0 ) ∧ ¬Know(¬corrupted(C, now), S0 ).
Thus, initially there are at least two possible worlds that are K-related to the initial situation S0 , say
S0 and S0∗ (this is depicted in Figure 1). Each of these worlds assigns a different interpretation to the
corruptedness of the car’s T-CAS.

Knowledge Change
Scherl and Levesque [28] showed how to capture the changes in knowledge of agents that result from
actions in the successor state axiom for K. These include knowledge-producing actions that can be either
binary sensing actions or non-binary sensing actions. A binary sensing action is a sensing action that
senses the truth-value of an associated proposition; e.g., the binary sensing action senseisCorrupted (agt)
could be performed to sense whether the agent/car agt’s T-CAS is corrupted or not. On the other hand,
non-binary sensing actions refer to sensing actions where the agent senses the value of an associated term;
e.g., the hypothetical non-binary sensing action computePercentageO f Damage(agt) could be performed
to get the percentage of damage to the agent agt. Following [22], the information provided by a binary
sensing action is specified using the predicate SF(a, s), which holds if the action a returns the binary
sensing result 1 in situation s. A guarded sensed fluent axiom is used to associate an action with the
property sensed by this action. For example, one might have a guarded sensed fluent axiom to assert that
the action senseisCorrupted (c) tells the agent c whether her T-CAS is corrupted in the situation where it is
performed, provided that c is located at the garage:
at(c, Garage) → (SF(senseisCorrupted (c), s) ↔ corrupted(c, s)).
Similarly for non-binary sensing actions, the term s f f (a, s) is used to denote the sensing value returned by the action. For example, the following guarded sensed fluent axiom asserts that the action
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Figure 2: An example of knowledge change
computePercentageO f Damage(c) tells c the percentage of damage to the car, provided that c is at the
garage:
at(c, Garage) → (s f f (computePercentageO f Damage(c), s) = percentageO f DamageOn(c, s)).
The successor-state axiom for K is defined as follows:7
Axiom 1 (Successor-State Axiom for K).
K(agt, s∗ , do(a, s)) ↔
∃s0 .[K(agt, s0 , s) ∧ s∗ = do(a, s0 ) ∧ Poss(a, s0 )
∧ ((BinarySensingAction(a) ∧ Agent(a) = agt) → (SF(a, s0 ) ↔ SF(a, s)))
∧ ((NonBinarySensingAction(a) ∧ Agent(a) = agt) → (s f f (a, s0 ) = s f f (a, s)))].
This says that after an action happens, every agent learns that it has happened. Thus, an agent’s knowledge is affected by every action in the sense that she comes to know that the action was performed. It is
assumed that agents know the successor-state axioms for actions, so the agents also acquire knowledge
about the effects of these actions.8 Moreover, if the action is a sensing action, the agent performing it
acquires knowledge of the associated proposition or term. Note that this axiom only handles knowledge
expansion, not revision.
We illustrate the successor-state axiom for K using the scenario in Figure 2. In this figure, situations
are nodes in the graph, and the edges are labeled by actions. Part of the K-relation is represented by the
ovals around the nodes. If a situation s appears in the same oval as another situation s0 , then K(agt, s0 , s).
Finally, in this figure s denotes the actual situation, i.e. the one representing the true state of the world.
First, consider the case for knowledge expansion due to regular actions, as depicted in the left-hand side
of Figure 2. Assume that initially s, s1 , and s2 are K-accessible from each other. Then after action
a happens in situation s, according to the successor-state axiom for K, only do(a, s), do(a, s1 ), and
do(a, s2 ) will be accessible from do(a, s), but not do(b, s2 ), etc. Thus, in do(a, s) the agent knows that
7 Lespérance

[21] and later others [29] have extended the successor-state axiom for K to support different types of communication actions, but for simplicity we do not consider communication actions here.
8 One consequence of this is that agents are assumed to be aware of all actions that may happen in the environment. This in
part allows us to avoid belief revision and its difficulties.
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the action a has just happened and knows that its effects hold. If a makes some property P become true
in all K-accessible situations, then the agent knows that P holds afterwards. Next, consider the case for
knowledge expansion as a result of knowledge producing actions, as illustrated in the right-hand side
of Figure 2. Assume that initially s, s1 , and s2 are in the same equivalence class wrt K, and that Φ(s),
Φ(s1 ), and ¬Φ(s2 ) holds. Then after the agent senses the value of Φ in s, according to the successorstate axiom for K, only do(senseΦ , s) and do(senseΦ , s1 ) will be K-accessible from do(senseΦ , s), but
not do(senseΦ , s2 ). Since Φ holds in all situations that are K-accessible from do(senseΦ , s), the agent
will thus know that Φ in do(senseΦ , s).

5

Actual Epistemic Achievement Causes

We next formalize a notion of knowledge relative to a causal setting. While obvious, we would like
to remind the reader that given a causal setting C = hD, do([α1 , · · · , αn ], σ ), φ (s)i and a causal chain
K = {(a1 , s1 ) · · · , (am , sm )} of C , the actions a1 , · · · , am in K must come from the trace α1 , · · · , αn . We
start by defining the following concept of K-related causal chains.
Definition 4. Consider two causal settings C1 = hD, do([α1 , · · · , αn ], σ1 ), φ (s)i and C2 = hD, do([α1 , · · · ,
αn ], σ2 ), φ (s)i that differ only in the situations where their narratives start, i.e. in initial situations σ1
and σ2 . Assume that K1 is a (non-empty) achievement causal chain of causal setting C1 , and K2 that of
C2 . We say that K1 and K2 are K-related with respect to the achievement of φ (s) and action sequence
[α1 , · · · , αn ] if and only if K1 is of the form {(a1 , s11 ), · · · , (am , s1m )} and K2 is of the form {(a1 , s21 ),
· · · , (am , s2m )} for some m > 0, and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, it follows that D |= K(agt, s1i , s2i ).
Thus, two causal chains are K-related if they have the same cardinality (i.e. equal number of (action,situation) pairs), and for every (action, situation) pairs in these causal chains, they only (possibly)
differ in the situation term, which are required to be K-related. Note that since K is reflexive, this holds
trivially when K1 = K2 . Intuitively, if two causal chains K1 and K2 are K-related, then as far as the
agent is concerned, there is no difference between these two causal chains relative to the achievement of
the effect φ via the execution of the sequence of events [α1 , · · · , αn ].
Using this, we define the knowledge of a causal chain relative to a causal setting as follows:
Definition 5. Given a causal setting C = hD, σ , φ (s)i, where σ = do([α1 , · · · , αn ], s∗ ) for some initial
situation s∗ and finite n > 0, an agent knows in situation σ that K is the achievement causal chain of C
if and only if:
• K is an achievement causal chain of C , and
• for all σ ∗ such that D |= K(σ ∗ , σ ), if K ∗ is an achievement causal chain of causal setting
hD, σ ∗ , φ (s)i, then causal chains K and K ∗ are K-related relative to the achievement of φ (s)
and the action sequence [α1 , · · · , αn ].
That is, an agent knows in situation σ that K is the achievement causal chain of C if and only if each
of the causal chains computed in the worlds that the agent considers possible in σ is K-related wrt the
effect and the trace in C . In the following, we will use the term actual narrative to refer to any ground
situation σ = do([α1 , · · · , αn ], s) for some n > 0, where s is the actual initial situation, i.e. s = S0 .
Note that, Definition 5 implicitly specifies that if an agent knows in situation σ that K is the achievement causal chain of the causal setting C , then the causal chain of setting C is unique. Since K is
reflexive, any causal chain relative to setting C must be K-related wrt the achievement of φ and trace
[α1 , · · · , αn ]. Since the setting C (and as such the situation σ ) does not change, this implies the uniqueness of K . By the same token, when an agent has the knowledge of a causal chain relative to a causal
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Figure 3: Evolution of the (partial) K relation of the autonomous vehicle agent wrt the actions in σ1
setting in some situation σ , the causal chain obtained in each of the K-alternative situations to σ (relative
to the respective causal settings) is also unique.
Thus, the above definition specifies the conditions under which an agent can be said to know the
actual causes of an observed effect. Note that, according to our definition of epistemic causality, it is
possible for an agent to not know the causes of a known effect. For example, in decentralized voting
protocols, a system/agent that cast a decisive majority is the actual cause of the decision, but another
system/agent may not know this since each ballot was secretly cast. In such cases, reasoning must be
performed on different epistemic alternatives separately using the original notion of causality.
To appreciate the power of our formalization, note that equipped with the ability to deal with knowledge of the causes of an effect, agents specified in our framework can now reason about the causes of
effects relative to/conditioned on what they know. Also, since agents are introspective relative to their
knowledge (i.e. they know what they know and know what they don’t know), they can also reason about
the causes of epistemic effects (changes in their knowledge). Furthermore, incorporating other intentional attitudes within this framework, such as goals and intentions –as was done in [19])– allows agents
to reason about the causes of change in their motivations (agents are also introspective relative to their
motivational attitudes; see [19] for details). Finally, when multiple agents are involved, this allows agents
to reason about each other’s knowledge and goals. Therefore, this simple extension unleashes the power
of causal analysis and allows agents to reason about the causes of various intentional attitudes.

Example (Continued)
K refer to D along with the above axiomatization of knowledge, knowledge change, and our
Let Dac
ac
agent’s (initial) knowledge about the autonomous vehicle domain (i.e. Axioms (o) − (q)). Using Definitions 4 and 5, we can show the following result on epistemic causality in our autonomous vehicle
domain:

Theorem 1. Given causal setting Cac = hDac , σ1 , φ1 (s)i and its achievement causal chain Kac1 =
K entails that the agent does
{(turn(C, K), S4 ), (drive(C, J, K), S3 ), (hack(C), S2 ), (drive(C, I, J), S0 )}. Dac
not know in σ1 that Kac1 is the achievement causal chain of causal setting Cac .
Proof. By Definition 5, to prove this we need to show that there exists a situation σ ∗ that is K-accessible
from σ1 , i.e. K(σ ∗ , σ1 ), and an achievement causal chain K ∗ of the causal setting hDac , σ ∗ , φ1 (s)i is not
K-related to the achievement causal chain Kac1 (according to Definition 4). Let us consider an initial
situation where the agent C’s T-CAS is corrupted, C is undamaged, C is located at intersection I; let us
call this situation S0∗ :
corrupted(C, S0∗ ) ∧ ¬damaged(C, S0∗ ) ∧ at(C, I, S0∗ ).

(1)
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We claim that the successor to this situation after the actions in the situation σ1 has happened, i.e.
situation S5∗ = do([drive(C, I, J),turn(C, J), hack(C), drive(C, J, K),turn(C, K)], S1∗ ), as can be seen in
Figure 3, is indeed such a situation σ ∗ . To show this, we have to show that K(S5∗ , σ1 ) and that Kac1 and
K ∗ are not K-related wrt the achievement of φ1 (s) and the action sequence in σ1 .
K and (1) that S∗ is KWe start by showing the former (see Figure 3). Note that it follows from Dac
0
∗
K
K
accessible from the actual initial situation S0 , i.e. Dac |= K(S0 , S0 ). Moreover, it can be shown that Dac
entails that all the actions in σ1 are known to be executable starting in S0 . Furthermore, since all the
actions performed in σ1 and S5∗ are exactly the same, and since none of these actions are knowledgeproducing/sensing actions, by the successor-state axiom for K, it follows that S5∗ is retained in the Krelation in σ1 . Thus we have K(S5∗ , σ1 ).
Now, computing the achievement causal chain for causal setting hDac , S5∗ , φ1 i using Definition 2
yields the causal chain K ∗ = {(turn(C, J), S1∗ ), (drive(C, I, J), S0∗ )}, as can be seen in the bottom part
of Figure 1. By Definition 4, Kac1 and K ∗ are clearly not K-related wrt the achievement of φ1 (s) and
action sequence [drive(C, I, J),turn(C, J), hack(C), drive(C, J, K),turn(C, K)].
The above theorem demonstrates that it is possible for the same effect brought about by the same
sequence of actions to have different causes in different epistemic alternatives, as is expected. Put otherwise, when mental attitudes are concerned, theories of causation at different levels of (epistemic) nestings
need not be related. In the words of Williamson [32], “To say that causal connection is mental does not
imply that causality is subjective (in the logical sense)”.

6

Discussion

The above notion of (objective) causality [3] has motivation that is similar to [10, 30], who also discuss
causal analysis relative to traces. However, [10, 30] work with less expressive languages, and unlike us
they provide a counterfactual definition of causality. As mentioned earlier and shown in [3], our definition above can correctly compute actual causes even for the more problematic examples with early
preemption and overdetermination that create serious difficulties for the structural equations-based approach developed in [25, 26, 15, 14].
Based on this formal notion of causality, in this paper we proposed an account of epistemic causality
within a formal theory of action. Our account allows agents to have incomplete initial knowledge. For
instance, in our running example, initially the agent doesn’t know whether the car’s T-CAS system is
corrupted or not. We defined what it means for an agent to know the causes of a known effect. We also
showed that epistemic causality is a different notion from causality in the sense that given a trace, it is
possible to have different causes of the same effect in different epistemic alternatives. Thus, as expected,
the agent may or may not know the causes of an effect.
Recently, there has been some work that formalizes causality in an epistemic context. For example,
while defining responsibility/blame in legal cases, Chockler et al. [7] modeled an agent’s uncertainty of
the causal setting using an “epistemic state”, which is a pair (K, Pr), where K is a set of causal settings
and Pr is a probability distribution over K. Their model is based on structural equations. We on the
other hand define epistemic causality based on the more expressive formalism proposed by Batusov and
Soutchanski [3]. Moreover, unlike [7], our account incorporates a formal model of domain dynamics and
knowledge change. This allows for interesting interplay between causality and knowledge. For instance,
in our framework it is possible to specify a domain where the agent does not know the causes of an
effect in some situation, but learns them after performing some sensing action. Some of our future work
include analyzing such examples as well as defining responsibility and blame using our formalization.
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Here, we focus on knowledge and do not deal with belief. Traditionally, agents’ knowledge is required to be true while agents are allowed to have incorrect beliefs [16]. Incorporating beliefs yields
a more expressive framework, one that allows for causality relative to partially observable actions (and
traces). Put otherwise, the agent can now consider different actions in different doxastic alternatives/beliefaccessible worlds: given some situation s in the actual narrative, as far as the agent is concerned, the action that was executed in situation s can be any of those performed in one of her belief-accessible worlds
(cf. Footnote 6, where we required the agent to know the action that happened in s). The agent can
reason about actual causality (under some similar conditions specified in Definition 5), even if she does
not know the exact sequence of actions that has been performed since the initial situation. Also, more
interesting interplay between objective and epistemic causality can now arise. For instance, an agent may
perceive her action to be a cause for some effect φ , but in reality it was not, since φ was over-determined
due to her incorrect beliefs about the world.9 Similarly, an agent may think her action was not a cause,
but in reality it was. While we think that much of our formalization can be extended to deal with beliefs,
this requires handling belief revision, which complicates the framework further. We leave this for future.
Finally, we focus in this paper on deterministic actions only. However, there are several proposals
on how one can reason about stochastic actions in the situation calculus, e.g. [1, 6, 5]. Dealing with
stochastic actions is future work.
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